Golik: Deputy prosecutors can advise county council
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Clark County Prosecutor Tony Golik has advised the Clark County council that the county's own attorney's can go back to advising the board

believes Horne and Cook "will not be found to have engaged in any wrongdoing," and that the council should be able to continue to "turn to them for advice and analysis."

Golik added that Horne and Cook should not advise Madore in his role as a county councilor while an investigator researches his allegations, but they can continue to advise the council as a whole.

Golik's letter, furthermore, makes it clear that the Prosecutor's Office believes Madore's accusations against Horne and Cook are incorrect.

"It is the firm position of the Prosecutor Attorney's Office that neither (Horne) nor (Cook) ever knowingly provided false information to the (council) or otherwise performed their role as legal advisor improperly," he wrote.

Outside counsel
Madore’s accusations against the deputy prosecutors and planning staff prompted the Prosecutor’s Office to hire two outside attorneys to assist.

Andrew Lane, a Seattle-based land-use attorney, has been advising the council and planning staff on land-use matters in Home and Cook’s place. According to a contract with the county obtained through a public records request, Lane charges $355 per hour. He most recently publicly advised the council during a hearing on the rural industrial land bank earlier this month.

Acting County Manager Mark McCauley said working with Lane has not disrupted workflow at the county, partially due to the fact that there have been no hearings on the county’s growth plan. But Madore’s accusations have still caused stress at Clark County.

“There’s no way this can’t have a negative impact on (Home and Cook),” McCauley said.

The Prosecutor’s Office also hired Peter Jarvis, an attorney specializing in ethics, to determine whether Cook and Home in fact had any conflict of interest. Golik said it’s unclear whether Jarvis’ services will be needed after Tuesday’s meeting. According to Jarvis’ contract with the county, the Portland-based attorney charges $500 per hour.

Investigation continues

Clark County’s Human Resources department, meanwhile, also has hired an investigator to look into Madore and Planning Director Oliver Ojiaako’s competing accusations.

Seattle attorney Rebecca Dean, according to a contract with the county, is investigating Madore’s allegations against Community Planning and the Prosecutor’s Office that both have lied about the impact of his controversial Alternative 4 zoning proposal.

Dean also is investigating Ojiaako’s whistleblower and harassment complaints against Madore, in which the director accuses the councilor of violating the Growth Management Act as well as of racism and discrimination.

In a third investigation, Dean is looking into allegations by public service employee union AFSCME that Madore violated state labor laws by doing work on the Comprehensive Growth Management Plan update.

Dean, according to her contract, charges $240 an hour.
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**John M. Kowalski**  Camas, Washington

Among many of his lies, they are recorded at the Facebook group "David Madore's Facebook Replies." Plus, what I wrote above. If the planning department is innocent it is evidence that Madore is a liar, and possibly criminally liable. Ha ha!

Reply 2 hrs

**Call Boy Khan**  Karachi University

Most of us want to have good income but don't know how to do that on Internet there are a lot of methods to earn huge sum at home, but whenever Buddies try that they get trapped in a scam/fraud so I thought to share with you a genuine and guaranteed method for free to earn huge sum of money at home anyone of you interested should visit the page I am more than sure that you will get best result.

Best Of Luck for new Initiative!

https://www.facebook.com/RaDo-HiLi-ViEw-1380250298904681/

Reply 2 hrs

**John M. Kowalski**  Camas, Washington

It's MADORE that needs to be investigated for his lies. Again, if, as expected, the planning department did its work faithfully, then we can only conclude that Madore lied about them, and did so to government officials, which is a crime, and he should be jailed.

Reply 7 hrs Edited

**David Clark**

John M. Kowalski---"It's MADORE that needs to be investigated for his lies."

ME --- Please list some of those alleged lies or quit liableing Madore (You can be liable for knowingly saying untrue things)

Reply 4 hrs

**Thom Rasmussen**  Salmon Creek, Washington

David Clark ---Please list some of those alleged lies or quit liableing Madore (You can be liable for knowingly saying untrue things)

ME! --- I like to stick with the oldies but goodies referring to his "Facebook page/newspaper--"

"I shall not seek to censor anyone from speaking their mind on any issue. Any attempt to do so would be a form of oppression and tyranny that I strongly oppose"
------David Madore, November 28, 2011

Refute that one, David

Reply 45 mins

Terry Whipps Conner  Owner at Owner of Fishers Landing Hypnotherapy

It’s exhausting to keep up with all the trouble Madore has caused and gleefully continues to cause. Interesting that he is also asking the county to pick up the tab for accusations against him, and has hand picked an attorney he wants, who is not attached to the county. This guy!

Reply 4 8 hrs

Jim Mains  Partner and Director of Strategy and Campaigns at High Five Media

We the people of Clark County should send Madore the bill for all the wasted money that we are spending on him and his stupid stuff. The voters won’t forget, he’s burning a hole in our pockets

Reply 16 9 hrs

John M. Kowalski  Camas, Washington

Funny how "small government" conservatives always wind up wasting money and making government bigger and more corrupt

Reply 7 hrs

David Clark

John M Kowalski, "always" - give us a break from your hate

Reply 4 hrs
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